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The bifurcation rearrangement in cyclic water clusters: Breaking
and making hydrogen bonds

M. G. Brown, F. N. Keutsch, and R. J. Saykallya)
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Tunneling patterns observed in the vibration–rotation–tunnelling spectrum of~H2O!5 measured
near 2.7 THz established the time scale for bifurcation rearrangements to be approximately 40 ns.
This relatively local process is likely to be relevant in the dynamics of liquid water and ice.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!02146-1#
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Rearrangements of the hydrogen-bond network in wa
clusters are manifested as intricate quantum mechanical
neling splittings in their vibration–rotation–tunneling~VRT!
spectra. Detailed study of these tunneling dynamics in w
clusters can provide new insight into the corresponding th
mally activated rearrangement processes that occur in
densed phases. The term ‘‘bifurcation’’ describes
hydrogen-bond network rearrangement~HBNR! observed in
most of the water clusters studied so far by high-resolut
VRT spectroscopy viz. the water dimer, trimer, and proba
hexamer although explicitlynot observed in the wate
tetramer.1–6 In this process, the hydrogen bonds on a parti
lar water monomer are broken and then reformed by qu
tum tunneling through a transition state lying;2 kcal/mol
above the potential minimum and having a bifurcat
hydrogen-bond arrangement7 ~Fig. 1!. Here, we present the
results of a new study of the water pentamer in which
corresponding bifurcation rearrangement has been chara
ized for the first time. The results have interesting implic
tions for the dynamics of solid and liquid water.

While the bifurcation rearrangement has been th
oughly characterized in the H2O, D2O, and mixed isotope
forms of the water dimer8–10 and water trimer,4,11 it was not
observed in previous studies of the water pentamer. B
calculations13 and experiments6 have recently shown that th
properties of the hydrogen-bond networks in small wa
clusters converge rapidly to condensed phase values,
that the water pentamer already exhibits H-bond leng
monomer dipole moments, and bond energies comparab
average values found in liquid water and ice. The potent
energy barrier for the bifurcation rearrangement in the p
tamer can be expected to correspond approximately to th
double hydrogen-bonded monomers present in the c
densed phases and to be a lower limit for those with m
than two hydrogen bonds. The effective mass and p
length should remain approximately constant with clus
size, i.e., it is a relatively local process. Characterization
the bifurcation rearrangement in the water pentamer w
therefore, help to constrain the time scale for the correspo
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ing unactivated~T50 K! process in the condensed phases
water.

Walsh and Wales~WW!7 predicted that bifurcation tun
neling would be too small to resolve in~D2O!5, but that it
should indeed be observable in~H2O!5. Their group theoret-
ical analysis predicted a multiplet pattern of six lines w
intensity ratios of 1:3:18:54:81:51 for VRT transitions ha
ing angular momentum projection quantum numberK equal
to a multiple of 5 and 0:3:18:54:81:48 for all other VR
transitions. These intensity ratios were computed fr
nuclear spin weights of the irreducible representations of
permutation–inversion groupG320. The magnitude of the
tunneling splittings was predicted to be 0.2 GHz from diff
sion quantum Monte Carlo calculations by Gregory a
Clary,12 using the ASP–NB water potential.

We recently observed a VRT spectrum of~H2O!5 near
90 cm21 @2.670 303 7~6! THz# that revealed the spectra
splitting pattern predicted by WW~Fig. 2!. A total of 200
individual transitions were precisely measured~63.13 MHz!
and fit to a standard symmetric top energy-level express
@Eq. ~1!# including first-order Coriolis perturbations. Sep
rate centrifugal distortion constants were used for the6
components of the Coriolis perturbations. In recent theor
cal studies of the water trimer by van der Avoird14 it was
shown that these ‘‘first-order’’ Coriolis effects actually resu
from second-order coupling between hydrogen torsion
the overall rotation of the water trimer, and a similar mech
nism may be operative in the case of the water pentame

E~J,K !5BJ~J11!1~C2B!K22D j@J~J11!#2

2D jk@J~J11!K2#2DkK462CzK. ~1!

Each VRT transition was split by bifurcation tunneling in
six lines separated by 4.8 MHz and having the predic
relative intensities~Fig. 2!. However, the small nuclear spi
weights of the weakest two of these tunneling compone
precluded their observation.

The water pentamer is predicted byab initio theory13 to
have a puckered pentagonal global equilibrium struct
similar to that of cyclopentane. The results of the spec
analysis show that this asymmetric equilibrium structu
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~which, as for the water trimer, is chiral! vibrationally aver-
ages to that of a symmetric top. This vibrational averaging
the oxygen framework was previously observed in the D2O
form of the water pentamer,6 and thus was expected to occ
in the H2O form as well. It seems likely that the many low
frequency vibrational modes predicted byab initio theory13

~ten normal modes are predicted below 200 cm21) provide a
mechanism for averaging the oxygen framework to a qu
planar structure, while free-hydrogen ‘‘flipping’’ dynamic
similar to those characterized in the water trimer4 will aver-
age the hydrogen positions. The resulting average struc
has C5h symmetry. Explicit vibrational assignment of th
observed transition is difficult at this time since there are
many low-frequency modes. The Coriolis perturbations
served, through comparison with perturbations observe
the water trimer, are consistent with assignment to a tra

FIG. 1. The bifurcation rearrangement in the water pentamer. Theab initio
barrier height for this rearrangement is;2 kcal/mol in both the dimer and
trimer ~Ref. 23!, while it increases somewhat in larger clusters due to
cooperative interactions~many-body forces! which produce stronger hydro
gen bonds. Note the accompanying torsion of the water molecule adjace
that undergoing exchange, which allows the oxygen lone pairs to align
the bifurcating hydrogens, an energetically more favorable pathway.
time scale for this process, estimated from the measured 4.6 MHz tunn
splittings is ;431028 s. This splitting is actually the sum of tunnelin
splitting in the upper and lower stages of the transition.
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tion between doubly degenerate torsional energy levels.14

The bifurcation tunneling motion described for the wa
pentamer in Fig. 1 has now been observed in the wa
dimer, trimer, pentamer, and hexamer, and specifically, isnot
observed in the water tetramer.1,3–6 In the water dimer the
bifurcation tunneling motion has typically been referred to
‘‘donor tunneling’’ as it exchanges the role of the bound a
free protons on the donor water molecule.9 The motion can
be described as a geared rotation of both the donor and
ceptor water molecules about axes perpendicular to the p
of symmetry of the cluster. The barrier to this motion h
been predicted byab initio theory15 to be 658 cm21 without
zero-point correction. The tunneling motion is manifested
spectral shifts of approximately 1 GHz in the relative en
gies of the various symmetry components of each vibratio
band. These shifts are dependent on the approximate q
tum numberKa of the transition. Shifts, rather than spli
tings, occur because the other tunneling motions of the di
~acceptor switching and donor–acceptor interchange! allow
the same rearrangements to occur through different me
nisms with lower barriers, effecting the maximum degree
splitting allowed by symmetry. Bifurcation rearrangement
the water trimer has been studied in detail by van der Avo
et al.16,17 A comparison of their theory and our experimen
results revealed that the tunneling motion for this proc
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FIG. 2. VRT spectrum of (H2O!5 measurement near 89 cm21. A stick spec-
trum representation of theQ branch. The repellingQ branches clearly show
the influence of linear Coriolis mixing of degenerate torsional states, w
the inset shows the bifurcation tunneling splittings present in each line in
spectrum. The rotational constantsB8 andB9 extracted from this spectrum
are 1989.45~7! and 1992.46~7! MHz, respectively, and the vibrational ban
origin is 2.6703037~6! THz. This spectrum was taken with the Berkele
terahertz spectrometer, which can be briefly described as follows. A l
tunable CO2 laser pumps a terahertz laser and the resulting fixed freque
light is mixed with tunable microwave radiation on a Schottky barrier dio
to produce tunable sidebands of frequencyn ~laser! 6n ~microwave!. These
tunable sidebands are multipassed in the throat of a pulsed planar supe
expansion of argon and H2O and detected with a stressed germaniu
gallium photoconductive detector.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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requires a neighboring water molecule to ‘‘flip’’ its free pro
ton from one side of the cluster to the other via torsion ab
the H bond. This motion can be viewed as an extension
the ‘‘geared’’ motion observed in the water dimer and
similar to the mechanism shown for the pentamer in Fig
The barrier for this process has been calculated byab initio
methods18 to be 823 cm21 and results in a quartet splittin
~expressed as the difference between upper and lower
tunneling splittings in our spectra! of ;289 MHz. Terahertz
spectra of the H2O and the D2O forms of the water tetrame
have revealed no tunneling splittings attributed to bifurcat
tunneling.3 The cause of this is probably the inability of th
highly symmetric tetramer structure to undergo a geared
furcation pathway. Rather, such tunneling must arise from
pure C2 exchange pathway, a pathway that exhibits an un
servably high barrier to exchange. The global minimum~af-
ter zero-point energy corrections! of the water hexamer is a
three-dimensional cage structure with constituent water m
ecules in several distinct donor–acceptor roles. Four of
molecules are involved in three hydrogen bonds, while t
are doubly bonded. The two doubly bonded water molecu
undergo a hydrogen-bond rearrangement by an as yet
known pathway. Recent work by Wales in ambiguous on t
topic, bifurcation and nonbifurcation pathways being a
proximately equally weighted.19 No exchange motions hav
yet been observed for the triply bonded water molecules

An interesting comparison can be made between bi
cation rearrangements in small water clusters and sim
hydrogen-bond rearrangement processes occurring in li
water and ice. For example, it is known that the proto
disordered phases of ice have large dielectric permittivitie20

~e597.5 for ice Ih to e5193 for ice VI!, larger even than for
liquid water (e;88). These values are 30–50 times larg
than the dielectric constants for the proton-ordered pha
~ice II and ice IX!. This suggests that some highly effectiv
relaxation mechanism is available to proton-disordered
allowing it to reorient efficiently in an electric field. It ha
been proposed that defects in the ice lattice are the m
contribution to this reorganization.21 In such a model,
phonons in the ice lattice cause hydrogen bonds to brea
weaken. With a sufficient number of hydrogen bonds brok
the water molecules in the ice lattice can reorient by tunn
ing, perhaps through a bifurcated transition state. These i
are supported by temperature-dependent quant
mechanical calculations of the dielectric relaxation time
ice Ih by Bruni et al.22 They found that quantum tunnelin
was the dominant reorganizational mechanism contribu
to the dielectric relaxation time at temperatures below 230
Significantly, they found that quantum corrections to clas
cal rotations were required to explain the experimental d
at all temperatures. The calculated relaxation times ran
from 102 to 104 ms over the temperature range 260–210
This time frame is consistent with the bifurcation tunneli
time in the water pentamer~;40 ns!, estimated from our
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tunneling splitting of 4.8 MHz. Although the intermedia
states in the reorganization of ice are still unknown, it
possible that bifurcation rearrangement is an essential fea
of this process. This certainly deserves further investigat

Other examples wherein bifurcation tunneling may
fect the bulk properties of liquid water and ice are know
viz. depolarized Rayleigh Raman scattering23,24 and quasi-
elastic neutron scattering experiments.25 In these experi-
ments on liquid water, classical reorganization is more do
nant than in the solid. Reorganization times are;ps,
comparable to hindered rotation in liquid water. Even
these systems, however, quantum reorganization terms~often
referred to as ‘‘jump diffusion’’ terms! are necessary to fi
experimental data to experimental precision. This tunnel
reorganization process may well involve bifurcation tunn
ing. In any case, the exact role of the bifurcation rearran
ment in the dynamics of water and ice remains an interes
problem. We hope that the results reported here facilit
further efforts.

This work was supported by the Experimental Physi
Chemistry program of the National Science Foundation.
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